Mancuso discusses frats

(Continued from page 2) want to move. Now, in Sigma Nu, we're trying to continue transitional problems despite the changes in upperclass conditions. Those pretty much seem to be resolved at this point and I don't think that they should be concerning any long-run problems.

The point is that there are no efforts to start a new fraternity. There have been discussions about establishing a new fraternity that was looked at last year, but it was never even brought to the attention of the upperclassmen. There was no effort to start a new fraternity.

The reason is that the fraternity structure is not a very strong one. There are only a couple which are inclined. There are very many rumors that a new fraternity is being considered more from a practical one.

Mancuso: One of the goals of my group to the Alpha Phi Omega (74) was to get a fraternity established on this campus and he carried on discussions with a number of the upperclassmen unsuccessfully. I dropped that project because I didn't see a good potential for it after the fact. This year, an MIT fraternity theophant is being considered more for the sake of it. This year, an MIT fraternity is being considered more for the sake of it.

There are several that have looked at the problem recently. Very many have been considering the question of whether they should move to an extent to renovate their house in the Back Bay brought to their attention by the national Interfraternity Conference, which exists mostly to try to be. It's the Independent Residence Development Fund (IRD) brings these matters to the fraternity's attention. In terms of discussing that or self-interest, the matter, the main groups seem to be Phi Gamma Delta and Sigma Chi. We have had discussions about moving the latter has initiated a move to the Cambridge side of the river.

The Tech: Is there any truth to the rumors that a new fraternity will eventually be established in back of Briggs Field on the west side, that the fraternity will be the last of its kind at the present time. The present time is moving forward.

Mancuso: I think that over the past five years, however, we should see that kind of activity going on.

The Tech: Could you describe some of the work the IFC has been doing?

Mancuso: Our efforts have been directed toward these areas: improving the performance of IFC committees, increasing ties between fraternity brothers in member fraternities. It's a system which has found a new identity, and is trying to get used to what it is, which is very different from what it used to be.
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